We study planar rectangular-like arrays composed by macroscopic dipoles (magnetic bars with size around a few centimeters) separated by lattice spacings a and b along each direction. Physical behavior of such macroscopic artificial spin ice (MASI) systems are shown to agree much better with theoretical prediction than their micro-or nano-scaled counterparts, making MASI "almost ideal prototypes" for readily naked-eye visualization of geometrical frustration effects.
Geometrical frustration underlies important physical phenomena and new states of matter such as spin liquid and spin ice [1] . However, it is not easy to study frustration in natural systems for the variety of these materials is relatively scarce and their properties cannot be readily controlled. Thus, to bypass such difficulties one has fabricated artificial systems where geometrical frustration can be controlled on demand. For instance, an artificial spin ice (ASI) consist of a regular array of submicrosized elongated ferromagnet rods where geometrical frustration takes place at the vertices. Besides square array [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , attention has been also given to triangular [7] , rectangular [8] [9] [10] , and a number of 'exotic' lattices [11] [12] [13] . Despite the great deal of efforts, there remains a number of questions still lacking satisfatory response. For instance, theoretically predicted configurations, namely the ground-state, is rare to be achieved at every vertex throughout the whole sample of nano-or micro-scaled ASI. Besides structural defects incorporated during the as-grown fabrication processes, the actual dynamics of a given nanoisland is far from being of Ising-like [15, 16] , as assumed by theoretical modeling based upon Monte Carlo and/or dumbbell simulations. In turn, geometrical frustration transcends scale so that its effects are expected to emerge at macroscopic phenomena, namely in macroscopic frustrated magnetism [14] . Here, we conduct a study upon macroscopic artificial spin ice (MASI) systems, disposing the magnetic bars in square and three distinct rectangular arrangements. Our findings clearly demonstrate that MASI's behavior agrees much better with theoretical predictions than their micro-or nanoscaled counterparts, making MASI's very good proto- * Electronic address: dearaujo@ufv.br † Electronic address: w.mouramelo@ufv.br ‡ Electronic address: apereira@ufv.br types to investigate geometrical frustration in magnetic systems. MASI arrays and their vertex topologies: Theoretical calculation for such rectangular arrays predict that the ice regime with degenerate ground state occurs only for γ = √ 3, Refs. [8, 9] . Indeed, whenever 1 < γ < √ 3 there are residual magnetic charges at each vertex, alternating from positive to negative at neighbor vertices. In turn, for γ > √ 3 residual magnetic momenta alternate at neighbor vertex. The special case of γ = √ 3 comes about for at such a value these two distinct configurations, vertex with charges and those carrying net magnetization, share the same energy yielding degenerate ground-state. Five possible vertex topologies show up for these lattices, as thoroughly discussed in Ref. [8, 9] : vertex types T 1 and T 2 obey ice rule (two-in, two-out) while the remaining ones represent excited states described as magnetic monopoles: single-charged (T 3 and Experimental Demagnetization: Once a given array has been built, a Helmholtz coil pair is used to apply an oscillatory field to the MASI yielding dipoles to experience 'magnetic agitation', which is then realized as mechanical dynamics of the magnetic bars. [Actually, we have realized that even a piece of usual (but strong enough) magnet is capable of doing such a 'magnetic agitation', by zigzag moving it near the array; increasing the frequency even excited states may be achieved]. Thus, a sort of magnetic-induced thermodynamics takes place, sharing similarities to the procedure applied to square ASI as an attempt to achieve ground-state [2] . After removing this perturbation we have observed that practically all MASI vertex satisfy ice-like rule, T 1 and T 2 topologies (R1 and R2 arrays; the few vertex which have been realized to violate this rule, ≤ 5%, are located at MASI borders, where vertex topology breaks down by virtue of dipole-bonds deficit. On the other hand, due to energy degeneracy, R3 ground-state bears also a considerable number of T 3-like vertex. The ground-state of R4 has been observed to be highly populated by T 2 and T 3 vertices.
Simulation: Monte Carlo method has been used to perform the thermodynamics of the rectangular-type spin ice. We consider each dipole as a Ising spin S i = µs iêi , where µ is the magnetic moment, s i = ±1 andê i is the unity vector along i-axis. Each spin is approximated as being a point-like magnetic dipole in such a way that the system is described by the Hamiltonian below:
where r ij is the distance between i-th and j-th spin. Open boundary condition is in order so that each spin interacts with all the other remaining ones. In our simulation, arrays with 380 spins have been used along with 10 4 Monte , and (c) correspond to T1, T2, and T3 + T3' populations, respectively. It is noteworthy the much better agreement between prediction and macroscopic spin ice findings than with nanostructured ASI arrays. Experimental results for tiny ASI have been quoted from Refs. [6, 9] . [As expected from simulation, T 4-topology does not show up at all for these ground-states].
Carlo steps to reach equilibrium for every configuration at a 'thermal bath' T = 1.5D/k B (D = µ 0 µ 2 /4πa 3 is the magnetic energy scale).
Results and Discussion: Vertex population as function of the aspect ratio, γ, is presented in Fig. 3 . It is noteworthy the much better agreement between theoretical prediction with macroscopic samples than with nano/microsized spin ices. This clearly shows that MASI ground-state is much easier accessed than in tiny systems, where imperfections in nanoislands and its own not-perfectly Ising-like magnetization dynamics are the main facts preventing ground-state achievement throughout the whole sample. [At the borders, where the usual 4 dipoles per vertex does not hold due to dipole-bonds deficit, it is harder to achieve ground-state, requiring further 'magnetic agitation']. Later, the frequency of the applied field is increased, so that higher power is imputed to the dipoles yielding faster dynamics of the magnetic bars. This enables the system to achieve excited energy states. After some time, around a few dozen seconds, the field is turned off and the remanent excited configurations are in order. Now, monopole pairs connected by strings emerge as the most elementary excitations. An efficient way to realized how much they populate the system is by computing string types, as done in Fig.4 . Once more, one notes the better agreement between theoretical prediction and MASI behavior. By virtue of these findings, macroscopic spin ice systems comes to be the best-known ('almost ideal') frameworks to investigate geometrical frustration effects on magnets. Due to its macroscopic scale, they also offer the possibility of naked-eye visualization of such effects, making readily the control of physical properties.
Conclusions: Macroscopic artificial spin ice systems are shown to present ground-state and excited configurations populations in very good agreement with theoretical predictions (much better than that verified for micro/nanosized spin ice arrays), suggesting such devices as being the most suitable frameworks for naked-eye visualization of geometrical frustration effects, namely, those encompassed by magnetic interactions. 
